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USING "LITERATURE" IN LANGUAGE TEACHING

Faruk TÜRKER (ıto)

INTRODUCTION:

Language teaching is a process whose aim changes not only from country to
country and culture to culture but from individual to individual. The problems faced
in teaching foreign languages foreed the teachers to find out and develop some new
methods and techniques. The so called "Communicative Language Teaching", which
is very popular nowa~ays, gives credit to the use of the "authentic language" as it is
used in a reallife context whenever possible. Structureddrills, which are widely used
in especially audio-lingual method, make the process monotonous and these boring
activities direct the students to look for new tools and materials, other than the text-
book, to make the leaming entertainingand interesting. Realising this fact, the pub-
lishers have been trying to encourage and to eliminate this borcdam by presenting
simplified literary passages since 1950s. As seen using literary texts in language
teaching is a new innovation, but teaching a foreign language only by using literary

. passages cannot, of course, be so useful. So in this researh, the use of literary pas-
sages in teaching a foreign language will be discussed in detail.

WHA T IS LlTERA TURE?

Since it is a science using, as every science does, language as a tool, making use
of literary texts in teaching foreign languages it has been one of the methods to be
applied sinee the ancient times. There are several definitions of Hteraturefrom differ-
ent points of view.

The most general dermitoncan be seen in H.L.B. Moody's approacah. According
to Moody literature is like an umbrella term giving information on every business
(Moody, 1971;1). Therefore literature, forbeign interestedin every kinds of written
and spoken business, can be dermed as expressing a spccific subject e.g. literaturefor
construction, literature for medicine, litearaturc for child raising, literauturefor con-
struction, literature for medicine, texts may express the author"s style. In this case
stylistically wrltten literary texts may not be reallife, whereas language use in liter-
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ary texts is created sy the authors and therefore may not suİt classroom activities. if
we go on to define "Literature" from the Language Teaching point of view, we come
accross a very importantdefinition. According to Alexander Baird, "Literature is the
use of language effectively in suitable conditions" (Baird, 1969; 203). To him ifter-
ary texts can be used in language teaching, because the language used in literary text
is suitable for the contexts of the events.

Among the functions of literature, as seen in the definitons above, the most im-
portant one is the use of language. Foreign language teachers adopt the method in
accordance with the students'level and their syllabus.

THE PLACE OF LlTERA TURE IN EFL:

Teaching English through literature has become the fashionable phenomenon.
However, the teaching is to feed student heavy, repetitive and somawhat redundant
literature, which has little or no relevance to his immediate problems. This affords
little opportunity for creativity. The student is told of literary terms and the meain-
ings of words, and is fınally asked 10 analyze the subject of literary piece, which is
often too abstract a task for the non-native speaker. The process of analysis, there-
fore, takes the form of repeating the material understandingmostly by memorization
and at best, partly by rephrasing.

Students at the intermediatelevel become frustratedby being able partially to un-
derstand but unable to respond. i believe this frustration is the by-product of non-
involvement; the studentsare static participantsin a one-sided process.

A technique called "Simple Story-Telling" may be used for improving the stu-
dents' oral English. One of the shortcomingsof that method is that in the discussion
the students invariably simply repeat the story. J\,notherproblem inherent in such a
method is that the reading and repeating of random stories with no contextual rele-
vance to the students' individual interests leadsto their only leaming words and
memorizing patterns. Simitarly in the language laboratory, insipid and unimagina-
tive pattem driııs produce boredom and lower the efficiency of students who are be-
yond the level of leaming basic English.

Although literature once played a significant role in language study, its promi-
nence faded as linguistics became the focal pointof language programs (Widdowson,
1982). Linguistics such as Topping (1968) argue that literature should be excluded
from the foreign language curriculum because of its structural complexity, laek of
confirmity to standard garmmatical rules, and remote control perspective. In other
fords, these linguists believe thet literature does not remote control perspective. In
other words, these linguists believe that literature does not contribute to forein lan-
guage students'practical goal of achieving linguistic proficiency. Numerous ıeachers
now believe that the heritage, whose fosters habits of "seeing proficiency. Nurnerous
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teachers now believe that the heritage, whose fosters habits of "seing feelingly on
the one hand, and sceptically rationaııy on the other" (Oster, 1985; 75), should not
be denied to foreign language suıdents who are inteııecuıalIy and emotionally, if not
linguisticaııy and c,ulturaııy,ready tO examine literary works. According tOPovey
(1967), the linguistic difficulty ofliterature has been overstated; readers do not need
to experience tOtalcomprehension tOgain something from a texL In fact, literature,. ~

with its extensive and conotative vocabulary and its complex syntax can expand aLI
languagfe skills (povey, 1967). Likewise the'culuıral benefits of studying literature
are hard to ignore, since literature mirrorsnational culture (Harris and Harrls 1967a,
1967b.) and can therefore acquaint students with the aesthetie, moral and spiritual
values of the nation and the rules of the social systm (C. Scott 1965, Adeyanju,
1978). Widdowson suggests that rather than limitting the focus of literary study tO
either language usage or cultural content, we shold wiev literature as diesourse and
thestudy. '

Teaching Foreign Language Literature tOnon-native-speakinguniversity students
is not always an easy task. In some cases, it is itself a stituation taken from the ab-
surd, in which the studentsare supposed to read books in a language they hardly un-
derstand and then they discuss structure, ~e author's style ete. Under such circurtı-
stances, it may be absurdto believe that the studentsare lcaringn anything of
significance.

The idea of using plays may come as response tOthis situation. To have the stu-
dents deal with originals in a fırst course, use the language ereatively, improve their
language level, loose themselves from the claws of the dietionary, respond positive-
Iy tO the subject and leam some literature. In addition contemporary literature has
been considered most appropriate at initial stages (Marckwardt, 1981; 3). It will be
very difficult for suıdents tOapproach Chaucer or Shakespeare if theyare terrified of
literatureand consider it a dragonkeeping them from graduation.

CLASSROOM PRACTICE

The course may be structured in five stages.

1. Introducing theory and reading the plays.

2. Creative writing

3. Performatiye Exercises

4. Playwriting

5. Produeing and Permorfing Students' Plays

In the fırst stage, the presentation of outline of the course' setting schedules, dis-
trubiting the reading list are introduced. Plays are always a good ehoice for begin-
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ners. They can be rather short. compact and emotionally involving. The stl,1dentcan
also be guided into visualising the plays as he reads the text, into imagining how a
chacaracter would say a certain line. Thus he can have a sense of participation. Stu-
dents should be asked to bring their own contributions to class, newspaper clip-
pings, articles, photographs, or any other material that they felt characterized the
twentieth century, and present their materials to class. Mter this exercise, they will
be able to communicate better, feel more ease, and exchange ideass about the world
they liye in.

.

In "Doing Creative Writing" stage, students are encouraged to produce material
from their own insights. The [ırst exercise is word assosicalion. The teacher says a
word, such as black, and the students immediately write down a chain of words that
popped into their minds. if a student is willing the teacher the teacher read his asso-
ciations and trace the different trainsof thought. The secon exercise consists of writ-
ing down dreams, trying to jot down ideas and images as soon as the students wake
up, rather than writing logical compositions. The students are also encouraged to
write down dialogues overheard on buses and in the streets (when the English speak-
ing toOOstscould be found), and then read them aloud in English in class at the end
of these exercise, the students are critical of 2th emptiness, or ambiguity of lan-
guage, without having had to listen to long lectores.

in the thirdstage, the studentsare well acquaintedand there is little embarrasment
left The time comes for performance. However, performing exercises may be very
difficult for a teacher who does not feel at ease acting in a classroom. Some tachers
are shyer than others and just cannot sing and dance however much these are useM
activites.

.

in the fourth stage, after the students' writing their midterm paper on theory.and
the authors' techniques, one of the students'dream is seleceted and each 0Re has has
to write a dialogue on his dream and the students.improvise a sketch based on that
dialogue. Three studentswho are reluctantto perform are asked to observe the sketch
and write down the parts they consider most relevant Some passages from the dia-
laogue are repeated. but others are created on the spot All communicationis in Eng-
lish, and the students even start to speak English among themselves outside the
class.

The fifth stage is the time coming for the students to d~fine roles; who is to be
the dİJ:ector, tdhe producer, the program writer, the leader ow the discussion, and
players. Of course the staging of the play is a sort of crowning of the end The stu-
dents are so enthusiastic that they come during off-hoursto rehearse. There is almost
no need to memorize parts; since the studentshave conceived and worked on the text
togerther. Even if they skipped a word, they wou1dDOW how to control the situa-
tion. The guideliness and intentionof the play is completely absorbed.
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At the end, they put on two sketches of about ten minutes each and 100 a diseus-
sion with the audience for about twenty minutes.

Such a course can be very slippery when it comes to grading, which might repre-
sent a stumbling block that could break the emphaty. However, if a teacher has to
assign grades, he should do it very carefuUy. i believe that a grade on a writtenmid-
term paper on theory, the twentieth century background, a second grade for the stu-
dent's participation, and a thirdone for his work in the fınal performance are enough
to provide a judgemcnt on the studentsproflency.

.

The comman arguments againts using literaeture is as follows: First, since one
of oor main goals as foreign language techers is to teach the grammer of the lan-
guage, literature, due to its structural complexity and its unique use of language,
does little to contribute to this goal. Second, literatore often reflects a particular
cultural perspective, thus, on a conceptual level, it may be quite difficult for stu-
dents. FinaUy, the study of literature will conribute nothing to this goal. These ar-
guments certainly neOOto be addressOOif we are to reach a decision as to whether or
not to use literature.

As foreign language teachers we all share the objcctive of promoting oor stu-
dents' awareness of the structure of the language. However, Widdowson (1978; 3)
points out two levels of linguistic knowledge as; the level of usage and the level
ofg Qse. According to his definition usage involves a knowledge of rules, whereas
use entails knowing how to use these rules for effeetive communication.

Most present day literary texts assume that literature can provide abasis for ex-
tending language usage. Povey (1972; 18) argues that "Literature will increase all
language skills because literaturewill extend linguistic knowledge".

CONCLUSION:

To evaluate the course by discussing the quality of the sketchcs produced or the
acting and staying would not provide a fair assessment.

The course can be considered successful in several respects. It enables the stu-
dents to improve their written and oral English. It also helps them to relax when
communicating in a foreign languae. They understandprinciples by practising them
and develop a critical attitudetowardculturalhabits.

Looking back on these experiences, we can establish some basic criteria for the
use of literaturein teaching.

Literature is an ort from dealing with the needs of the students.A literary pieee is
not an end in itself but the means of beginning a creative process in the minds and
emotions of the student. if we let the studentplace himself in that particular litetary
world and atmosphere,he can relate to the sociopsychological contexL
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if he laeros through the use of literature to controlone moment of his thought
processes, he feels the power and possibility of contributing positively to alarger
world than just his own.

For many students literature can provide a key to motivating them to read in
English. For all students, literature is an ideal vehicle for illustrating language use
and for introducing cultural assumptions. The successes, of course, in using litera-
ture greatly depends on tbe selection of texts which will not be difflcult on either
linguistic or conceptuallevel.

The use of literaey texts, from language teaehing point of view, will be useful,
because these texts show how language works incontexts. Beside they show how,
language should be used in wbichconditions and situations.

/
,The use of literary texts in language teaehing can be summarlzed as follows:

1. Literaey texts will help not only to improve reading but listening, speaking
and writing skiıls as well.

2. It is possible to understandand get general informationrelated with experienc-
es and events in reallife by using andarnalyzing iterary texts.

3. Literarytexts will hep to realize the individual and societal developıqents.
They make the readers to improve themselves culturally and educationally in.
accordance with their emotional features. They also remove mother tongue in-
ttrlerences.

4. Literaey texts make the studentsacquire analyzing and criticising skills

Needless to say using literary texts is very helpful for the students to acquire, or
learn, how language works in real contexts. But the following critena should be
tak.eninto consideration:

1. The texts should be chosen carefully, because it should not be forgatten that
in these texts there may be grammatical, ,linguistic, and literai dificulties..

2. Literary ıexts should include the structureS and vocabulary previously learned.
In that there should not be difflcult and ambiguous structures.

3. You should deal with lingustic and grammatical sides as well and avoid to
make the lesson as if the author t.eaches.

.

To use literary texts in lahguage teaehing is, of course, very difflcult. But it can-
not be disregarded that to make use of easy and understandableliterary passages will
mak the teaching busineess easy, effective, retainable and beneflcial.
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